
it is charged at a custom rate since it probably and a charge made of this resulting value. This
would not be used enough to justify ownership. is the annual fixed cost of pasture establishment

The fixed cost of this machinery includes de- as reported here. No depreciation charge has
preciation, interest on investment and insurance. been made because the renovation program should
Depreciation has been charged by the straight- maintain the pasture indefinitely.
line method. There may be instances where ju-
dicious tax management would require other
methods of depreciation. Straight-line deprecia- Return To Factors Of Production
tion is calculated by subtracting a salvage value As previously stated, when other expenses are
from the initial cost of a machine and dividing subtracted from returns over specified cash ex-
this difference by the estimated life in years. The penses, the resulting amount is a return to all
resulting value is the amount of depreciation other factors of production. In this case the re-
charged annually. turn is to operator's labor, cows, land and man-

Interest on average investment is calculated by agement.
adding initial cost to salvage and dividing by two. Next, a charge for the actual time that the op-
This result is then multiplied by a selected rate erator spends in the various production practices
of interest. The rate in this study is 8.26 per- (Appendix Table 19) is deducted. The resulting
cent, which represents the average rate charged residual is a return to cows, land and manage-
by Southwest Florida Production Credit Associa- ment.
tion from 1969-1971. From the previous residual an interest charge

Insurance on machinery and equipment is on the average value of the breeding herd is de-
charged at 1 percent of the initial cost of the ducted. This leaves a residual return to land and
machine. Purchased insurance is a direct cost management.
covering the risk of a casualty loss. If no insur- If the reader is interested in a return to land,
ance is bought the owner takes this risk. Thus it is necessary to place a charge on the manage-
insurance is a legitimate charge whether there ment ability of the operator. An arbitrary amount
is an insurance policy or not. of 5 percent of the gross revenue or $7,127 could

Buildings and Fences be used. If this is deducted from $11,026 (return
to land and management) a return to land of

Appendix Tables 3 through 6 describe the $3,899 could be calculated. This would show a re-
buildings and fences necessary for the different turn of $3.25 per acre. One should remember
situations. The fixed charges on these items are that this figure was arbitrarily derived.
calculated in a similar manner to those on ma- An estimated return to management could be
chinery and equipment with the exception that derived by deducting a rental charge for land
no salvage value was placed on these items. from the return to land-and management.

Water Control

Fixed cost on irrigation equipment is calculated SUMMARY
in a similar fashion to buildings and fences. The Land Use
equipment (including ditches) shown in Appendix
Tables 7 and 8 explains the irrigation require- Table 6 contains three classifications of pasture
ments for situations 1 and 2 respectively. In and the amount of each utilized in each ranch
situation 1, the whole ranch may be irrigated situation. It shows acres of irrigated pasture,
at one time. Situation 2 (Table 8) contains improved non-irrigated pasture and native range.
ditches over the entire ranch, but only 500 acres The different situations contain: (1) 1,200 acres
will be irrigated at any one time. The 300 acres of irrigated clover pasture, (2) 1,500 acres of
which are renovated will be irrigated plus 200 improved pasture of which 500 acres is irrigated,
acres of the renovated acreage from the previous (3) 2,000 acres of improved grass pasture, (4)
year. The 500 acres of irrigated pasture will not 1,000 acres of improved pasture in combination
be the same 500 acres each year. with 4,000 of native range and (5) 15,000 acres

Pasture Establishment of native range.

The annual fixed cost of establishing pasture is Cost and Returns
an opportunity cost. If this capital were invested The first item under costs and returns is esti-
in an alternative enterprise it should earn a re- mated total revenue from each situation. This
turn. In order that this alternative investment varies from $142,541 in situation 1 to $82,410 in
will not be overlooked and to spread the cost of situation 5. This difference of $60,131 is due to
establishing pasture over its useful life, the initial greater production from heavier calves and a
investment has been multiplied by 8.26 percent higher calving percentage as well as a higher
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